downtime may be minimised in this
way especially when the necessary
consumable and other essential
parts are kept on site.

Stefanutti Stocks’ fleet of new Bell
machines have been acquired with
extended warrantees on the wet

drivetrains to 12 000 hours for the
Bell B45E ADTs and 8 000 hours on
the Kobelco Excavators.
“While we’ve owned equipment
manufactured by Bell Equipment
before, we’ve felt that we’ve grown
our relationship with the company
more in these recent times and
appreciate the support we’ve had
from especially Gary Bell, who
endorsed our deal,” Freddie says.
“Relationships such as this are very
important to us and we appreciate
that such mutual respect augers well
for any future projects we may land
as solid business relationships
create win-win situations.”

Praise for Bell B40D as Alf Kitching’s
model hauls millionth tonne
Alf Kitching Ltd., the North Lincolnshire-based quarry and civil engineering excavation specialist in the
United Kingdom, has announced the impressive achievement of one of its Bell Equipment ADTs, as a
B40D, purchased just two years ago at Hillhead 2016, has now successfully hauled over 1 million tonnes
of limestone.
Since shaking hands on the
purchase deal at the renowned
quarry exhibition in Buxton,
Derbyshire, Alf Kitching’s B40D has
indisputably earned its keep. The
new machine started work in
September 2016 and has since
racked up 5 000 hours. It’s spent
the last 15-months being put
through its paces at Singleton Birch
Ltd, Melton Ross Quarries, hauling
blasted limestone and averaging an
output in the region of 130 000
tonnes of stone every month.

for the plant hire firm and its clients.
In addition to the weighing system,
the machine was also selected on
the back of its high-performance
capabilities and extremely efficient
engine; developed in partnership
with Mercedes-Benz, to comply with
latest EU emission standards.
“The B40D has proved itself to be a
high achiever. It’s kept performing

“We’ve been delighted with the
machine’s capabilities,” says
Paul Kitching, Managing
Director at Alf Kitching
Ltd.

(From left): Graham Ralph (Contracts Manager), Zahed Hoosen (Operations Manager), Chris Botha (Bell Sales Representative),
Dibuseng Mokoena (Production Manager) and Freddie Strydom (Contracts Director) in front of one of the B45Es owned by
Stefanutti Stocks Mining Services.
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Paul refers primarily to the B40D’s
onboard weighing system, which
has been used consistently since
the machine’s purchase, and has
helped to deliver monitorable results

The B40D will, for the foreseeable
future, continue its sterling work at
Melton Ross. While back at Alf
Kitching Ltd., the team researches
which Bell machine it might invest in
next: “We’ve recently trialled both a
Bell B50E and B60E to see which
model could best suit our needs
moving forward,” Paul adds.
“We’ve certainly been
impressed with both trucks
and will most likely opt for
one of these machines
in the near future.”

“Having decided to
research the
advantages of Bell
machines, after
agreeing to seek out
a new ADT supplier,
we examined the
B40D’s spec. We
were subsequently
impressed and went on
to discuss a deal with
the Bell sales team prior
to providing full
confirmation at Hillhead.
“Since signing on the line we
haven’t looked back, as all the
features that attracted us to the
model in the first instance have really
come into their own within the
quarry environment.”

which ensures that the truck
receives a programme of
preventative maintenance,
performed by a specialist Bell
Equipment engineer, every 500
hours.

Responding, Nick
Learoyd, Managing
Director at Bell
Equipment UK said:
“Considering making a
repeat purchase of a
further Bell machine is a
true testament of
confidence in our trucks’
capabilities, brand and
supporting customer service.

when conditions have become
challenging and has served to
deliver the lowest cost per tonne for
our clients. Furthermore, it’s
extremely reliable as we’ve hardly
had to put a spanner to it!”

“We’re delighted that Alf Kitching’s
B40D has achieved its impressive
million-tonne milestone. Thanks to
the machine’s onboard weighing
system, efficiencies and progress
can be so easily tracked and
monitored and we anticipate learning
about the model’s next impressive
loading achievement.”

The machine is operating under Bell
Equipment’s service agreement,
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